Steinhardt IT has previously only been focused on IT services such as storage and desktop support.

Recently, Steinhardt IT has realigned resources to more effectively and efficiently support Academic Technology.

**HIGHLIGHTS:**
- Analytics
- Remote apps
- SteinStorage
- Cradle to grave hardware tracking
- Relocating service centers closer to community
- Managing assets via Dell Kace

Further defining technology services doesn’t necessarily create silos, it allows for creative collaborative ideas, initiatives and solutions.

**OUR GOALS:**
- Leverage data to inform business decisions
- Utilize existing resources for new outcomes
- Create a culture of collaboration and cross-functional operations

**TOOLS FOR BETTER EDUCATION EXPERIENCE**
- **Stein storage** allows storage of digital content from classes
- Focus on classroom technology
- Storing teaching assessment videos to **facilitate student-faculty discussions**

**STRUCTURING AND REDEFINING SERVICES**
- Allows greater lateral thinking
- Deliver long term technology solutions
- Increases community awareness of technology services

**HIGHLIGHTS:**
- Curated Steinhardt and university resources so that faculty, staff and researchers can focus on content
- Collaboration on technology enhanced courses
- Advocating for technology integration in physical and online environments
- Participate in Instructional Technology Support Committee (ITSC)